Service Bulletin: SB 82

DATE: June 28, 1995

GAME: Theatre of Magic

SUBJECT: Ball hang-up near right side of trunk

On Theatre of Magic a ball can come to rest between the right side of the trunk and the middle ramp. Ball search will move the trunk to let the ball roll out. Depending upon the speed of the ball and the angle that it enters this area, it is possible that the ball can lodge underneath the ramp.

On games manufactured after April 20th a 1" wire ball guide (part #12-6466-4) was installed to prevent this from happening.

If you have a game manufactured before April 20th and are experiencing this ball hang-up occurrence please install part #12-6466-4 using the instructions below.

A temporary fix is to put some foam tape (part #23-6534-3) underneath the ramp.

1. Lift lower ramp.
2. Punch wire location using as indicated.
3. Drill #44 pilot holes.
4. Tap in wireform to 1/2" height.
5. Re-install ramp.

Thank you,
WMS GAMES Parts & Service INC.